FORGOTTEN HEROES 8 – 12 NOVEMBER 2016 FEEDBACK LABELS + SHEETS
Compliments & appreciation
1. A beautiful and
informative display
2. A brilliantly
researched &
deeply moving
display
3. A lot of work has
gone into the
display
4. A most wonderful
exhibition that has
a unique take on
this subject
5. A really interesting
display
6. A very thought
provoking
exhibition what a
good idea to aid
reflection
7. A very worthwhile
exhibition – so
much I wasn’t
aware of. Thank
you
8. A well‐presented
exhibition that must
have taken a great
deal of research.
Thank you.
9. A wonderful but
harrowing
exhibition
10. A wonderful display
11. A wonderful display
12. A wonderful display
13. A wonderful
exhibition
14. A wonderful
exhibition
15. Beautifully done

16. Brilliant and
amazing exhibition
17. Brilliant and very
well thought out
and displayed
18. Brilliant Exhibition
19. Excellent
20. Excellent &
informative as ever
21. Excellent and
thanks for all
involved in the hard
work putting this
together
22. Excellent exhibition
as usual
23. Extremely
interesting! Thank
you for running this
fascinating
exhibition
24. Fantastic
25. Fascinating
exhibition
26. Fascinating history
so much work has
gone into the
displays
27. Fascinating,
poignant &
important display
Superbly presented
28. Greatly interesting
29. I’ve learned so
much more than I
already know
30. It is very impressive
to see so many
pictures of horses &
some very sad &
some helping

31. It is well presented
and gives a
wonderful insight
into the war from a
different point of
view.
32. Lots of wonderful
research and great
documentation
33. Love the added
“cheese” bits!!
34. Many
congratulations to
everyone involved
35. Many thanks to all
concerned
36. Most interesting
and impressive
37. Most worthwhile
38. Splendid
39. Such a lot of hard
work but what an
achievement
40. Thank you
41. Thank you
42. Thank you
43. Thank you
44. Thank you
45. Thank you
46. Thank you
47. Thank you
48. Thank you
49. Thank you for all
your hard work
50. Thank you for
putting this
together
51. Thank you for the
hard work that has
been put into the
displays

52. Thanks
53. Thanks for your
time and caring
54. Thanks to everyone
for bring this to our
attention
55. The photographs on
the boards are
fantastic. They
really tell of the
misery and hardship
56. This exhibition is
just the right size.
57. Very Impressed
58. Very interesting
59. Very interesting
display of war
horses
60. Very interesting
exhibition thank
you for all the hard
work put in

61. Very interesting.
62. Very much
appreciated
63. Very well done!
64. Well displayed
65. Well done
66. Well done
67. Well done
68. Well put together
exhibition. I really
enjoyed finding out
about a subject that
I knew so little
69. Well worth a visit
70. What a thought
provoking
exhibition, so well
put together and
researched and so
sad
71. What a wonderful
exhibition

72. What a wonderful
exhibition
73. Wonderful display
74. Wonderful display
75. Wonderful
exhibition
76. Wonderful exhibits
and information
77. Wonderful moving
exhibition
78. Wonderfully
researched and
presented
79. YR 6 and teachers
really appreciated
the presentation
pitched beautifully
for us

Reflections
1. A very moving exhibition
2. An aspect of war that one never
thinks about – until such an exhibition
3. Eye opener
4. Fascinating to see the romantic /
heroic artwork and compare it to the
stark reality of the photographs
5. Heart breaking
6. How fitting that these animals have
been remembered so well
7. I never realised how many horses
were involved
8. I was shocked by the huge numbers of
animals involved in the war and their
demise
9. I’d never really thought about the use
of horses in WW1 before. Lots to
think about
10. Just struck by the incredible number
of animals involved‐ obvious when
you think about it
11. Learned a lot more than I’d realised
12. Lots of interesting facts that bring to
life the story of the horse in WW1
13. Memories of my grandfather who
went through WW1 on his beloved
horse with Leics. Yeomanry
14. Moving

15. Moving and thought provoking
16. Poignant
17. Reminds me of my history teacher
who was on the Somme in 1916
18. Shocked at the demise of many
animals, many survived the war to be
killed for food
19. So much suffering of human beings
and faithful animal friends
20. so sad to know how so many lovely
horses had to meet a terrifying death
21. Some very sad stories
22. Somehow the fate of the horses
makes the war seem even more
terrible because they were
completely innocent and helpless
23. Thank you for breathing life into the
dead – those who sacrificed for us
24. The numbers are staggering and the
stories harrowing
25. Thought provoking display yet again
reminding us of the tremendous
sacrifices made by humans and
animals
26. Very emotive at times
27. Very touching and moving stories
28. What a good exhibition, very
informative but also very moving

Suggestions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A great display but there is so much to take in so need to revisit
Needs several visits!
I think you need to see this exhibition several times to fully appreciate its “forgotten heroes”
Too much information to take in at once, need to pop back
Can you suggest that Melton might like to lend more of their exhibitions?
It needs to be kept for future use
It should be displayed elsewhere
The exhibition should tour the villages
Look forward to the glow worm exhibition (reference to the use of glow worms in the First
World War!)

Feedback from Children on Luggage Labels

This exhebition is amazing
This exhibition is AMAZING
This was a very good expardition because it helps you remember the men and the horses that
dies in the war
I liked looking at the prints to find out what happened and looking at the list of people was very
interesting.
This was a very nice expedition as I love horses.
I enjoyed the pictures and drawings

